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Abstract. The integration of business and operational processes is to-
day of major importance in a wide range of industries. The challenge is to
seamlessly integrate software applications supporting business activities
and field devices belonging to the plant floor. It requires to build Internet-
scale distributed systems in complex, heterogeneous environments char-
acterized by stringent requirements regarding security and evolution in
particular. In order to meet these requirements, distributed architectures
based on the service-oriented paradigm have been proposed. This paper
argues that the service-oriented development is too technology-driven.
We propose a reusable MDE approach for service development in power
distribution industry where the developer focuses on application logic.
The approach is currently tested for a service-platform based on the
OSGi technology.

1 Introduction

The integration of business and operational processes is today of major impor-
tance in a wide range of industries, from the manufacturing industry to the
utilities one. The challenge is to seamlessly integrate software applications that
support business activities and field devices belonging to the plant floor. The
emergence of the Internet and the proliferation of small communicating devices
permit to consider a stronger coupling between previously autonomous processes.
This is the next wave of e-business for it opens the way to creation of innovative
value-added e-services based on data regularly gathered from such devices.

This last point is strongly investigated today. Many companies are today
struggling to provide innovative e-services to their customers in order to dif-
ferentiate themselves and improve their satisfaction and loyalty. For instance,
in the power management domain, electrical manufacturers are now providing
their customers with e-services for analyzing power consumption, power quality,
power devices maintenance.

However, it is clear that this goal of seamless integration is far from easy
to achieve. It requires to build Internet-scale distributed systems in complex,
heterogeneous environments characterized by stringent requirements regarding
security and evolution in particular. In order to meet these requirements, innov-
ative distributed architectures have been recently proposed [1]. They rely on the
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notion of software services [2] used at different architectural levels and generally
running on heterogeneous platforms.

Service-oriented architectures are indeed very promising: they actually pro-
vide the level of flexibility and scalability required to build industrial e-services.
However, service-oriented computing is today essentially technology-driven.
Most available platforms focus on the technology allowing to publish and com-
pose services and to make them communicate. Few works have been initiated on
tools and techniques supporting the design of service-oriented applications [3] [4].

This paper introduces a service development environment for the power distri-
bution domain. The solution proposed uses a Model-Driven Engineering (MDE)
approach [5] [6]. The interest is twofold. First, by applying this approach, we ob-
tain a service design environment independent of any service-technology. Then,
the MDE’s model transformation techniques help to automate the service devel-
opment by taking into account a target technology.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces our motivating prob-
lems. Section 3 presents our proposition. Finally, section 4 concludes the paper
and presents the perspectives of our work.

2 Industrial e-Services

The remote exploitation of industrial data embedded in smart devices represents
today a major field of investigation in diverse domains like automation, building
management or power distribution [7]. Manufacturers actually intend to leverage
data embedded in their devices in order to provide innovative e-services to their
customers and so to differentiate themselves from their competitors. This trend
is made possible by two important technological evolutions. First, devices rely
more and more on software and can be connected to an intranet network or to
the Internet. The second major enabler is the Internet development which offers
simple and inexpensive connections to most industrial sites in the world.

Industrial e-services are based on data that are regularly collected in the
plant floor. Data generally supports mediation operations (aggregation, trans-
formation, formatting operations, etc.) before being used by business-oriented
applications [8] [9]. Integrating disparate information sources in a timely man-
ner is a complex activity. In the power distribution domain, this is complicated
by the environments heterogeneity (in terms of topology, network and security
policies) and by their dynamic nature.

Current architectures designed to gather field devices data are organized into
three tiers. The first one corresponds to field devices. The second tier is made
of gateway platforms that perform device’s data gathering, a first data media-
tion treatment. Finally, the last tier is made of powerful Internet servers. These
architectures are very heterogeneous. Gateways may, for instance, run an OSGi
service-platform (see www.osgi.org), especially designed for small communicat-
ing platforms. At the Internet server level we may deal with a J2EE platform
with powerful treatment abilities.
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Service-oriented computing turns out to be very beneficial in this context.
In particular, the late-binding property of services brings the flexibility that is
needed in extremely dynamic environments.

We consider that the development and administration activities for data-
gathering e-services are not well supported today. For instance, current OSGi
platforms provide a basic technology to describe services (usually through XML
forms), publish, compose them and allow interactions [10]. But there is no tool
to facilitate the use of this technology (which is arguably difficult to master)
and no support regarding the design of service-oriented (OSGi-oriented in that
case) applications. The result is that, as it is the case in other computing areas,
applications are hard to develop, test and maintain. This paper presents a MDE
approach for such service development environment.

3 SOA for Power Distribution e-Service

As previously said, service development is strongly influenced by the decision
of using a given technology. In our case, this is a performance trade-off when
it comes to develop rapidly e-services for the power distribution domain. Our
experience in the development of such services has convinced us of the following
things:

– the developer cannot handle all the technologies needed to develop the ap-
plication;

– the developer should concentrate more on the application logic and not on
the technologies needed to publish, discover and compose services.

We consider thus that it is important to provide developers with software tools
to build and compose software services.

To do so, we have applied a Model Driven Engineering (MDE) approach to
build an effective design environment. MDE is becoming a widely accepted ap-
proach for developing complex distributed applications. It advocates the use of
models as the key artifacts in all phases of development, from system specifica-
tion and analysis, to design and testing [11]. Thus models are no longer contem-
plative artifacts but really productive ones. Separation of concerns is met in the
separation of the business logic from the underlying platform technology. Each
model usually addresses one concern, independently from the rest of the issues
involved in the construction of the system. Models transformations provide a
chain that enables the automated implementation of a system right from the
different models defined for it.

First, we have built a domain metamodel (figure 1) that contains the business
logic for our domain of interest. It is composed of five concepts that we consider
to be key concepts for the electrical domain.

The Driver abstracts concepts needed to interact with field devices (for in-
stance specific interaction protocols), to receive, optimize and redirect requests
to the concerned equipments. The Device is the simplified representation of the
industrial equipment. It sends requests via the Driver to the actual equipment
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Fig. 1. Domain metamodel

from the plant floor. It also defines a data-collection strategy for acceding to the
equipment that permits him to synchronize with this one. A Mediator is a high
level concept used to transform (aggregate, integrate) data coming from one or
more devices . The high level concept is the BusinessService. His functionality
resides on device gathered data or aggregated data from mediators. For instance,
in our domain a business service may be a power consumption forecast service.
All these concepts interact through Communication Channels. For instance, a
communication channel may define the data transmission protocol used to send
data from one level (concept) to another.

Figure 2 illustrates the MDE process we have adopted to build the service
development environment. For that, we have successively built two metamodels:

– The first one, SOA MM in the figure, is a general metamodel for service-
oriented architectures. It contains common concepts of available service tech-
nologies. In the meantime, it is totally platform independent, thus allowing
to describe a service-oriented architecture at a high level of abstraction.
This metamodel does not make the object of our paper but, if interested,
the reader can find additional information at (www-adele.imag.fr/SOA).

– The second one, SOA Application MM for Power Distribution, has been
obtained by manually combining the previous metamodel describing gen-
eral service-oriented architectures with the domain metamodel. It describes
service-oriented architectures tailored for the electrical domain. It extends
the previous SOA metamodel and specializes it to take into account the
domain concepts. This former metamodel remains also platform indepen-
dent but it includes now the domain business logic. Thus, we express our
four basic concepts as services and integrate the communication channel as
a connector concept. We have introduced three important communication
channels according to domain specific interaction paradigms: the classical
one corresponding to the client/server interaction (RequestResponse-
Connector), the event communication abstracted by the EventConnector
and the most interesting connection type - PublishSubscribeConnector -
used to publish data from a service to another.
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Fig. 2. MDE Approach for e-service power distribution development

The last metamodel was used as a starting point for the development of the
service environment. Furthermore, it was to a large extent automatically ob-
tained using the Eclipse’s EMF project (see www.eclipse.org/emf). The so ob-
tained environment can be used to describe a domain specific application model
(SOA Application Model in our figure) using only metamodel terms. This de-
scription of an application is nevertheless abstract because we are not yet con-
sidering a specific service technology. We consider that this makes our solution
reusable because even if the service technology is changed the application model
will remain the same.

Fig. 3. Domain specific SOA metamodel

Then, the application model enters a code generation phase where a ser-
vice technology is at last taken into consideration. The generated code can be
then packaged and deployed on the target platform. The design environment
is currently tested in real settings in the domain of power distribution for an
OSGi-based e-services. The developer’s job is considerably leveraged because all
the OSGi-specific code is generated and he has to deal only with his application
logic.
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4 Conclusions and Perspectives

This paper presents an innovative approach for the development of e-services. It
relies on the MDE technology that uses models to automate the code generation.
The benefit we take from using the MDE approach is multiple. First, MDE
permitted us to automatically obtain from a UML schema (our metamodel) a
service development environment independent of any service technology. Then,
another code generation phase helps us to automatically obtain the technology
specific code of the described application. This leverages considerably the domain
expert’s work which in our vision is not necessarily a technology expert.

The approach is currently validated for OSGi based e-service development
and in the future will be validated against the J2EE platform residing at the
Internet server level of the presented data gathering architecture.
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